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Greetings to all members of The Company of the Green Man and welcome to the fourteenth edition of The Company of the
Green Man’s e-newsletter.

The wheel of the year turns and as always the Traditional Jack-in-the-Green takes centre stage for our summer newsletter
(though the Green Man is very well represented in this issue too.) I’ve been overwhelmed with the quantity of submissions
I’ve received for this edition making it one of the largest that The Company of the Green Man has ever published. I’m
extremely grateful to everyone who has contributed articles, sightings, pictures etc. If your contribution doesn’t appear
amongst these pages then please look out for it in our Winter e-newsletter which is already beginning to take shape nicely.

On May 1st I spent a great day with the revived Cheltenham Jack-in-the-Green back in Cheltenham for the first time in over
100 years. My thanks to everyone who took part for putting up with me (and my camera.) more details later in this issue….

On Saturday May 7th I was lucky enough to get another chance to witness the awakening of the Bristol Jack-in-the-Green
on Bristol’s Harbourside. Jack was particularly energetic this year and nearly escaped on a number of occasions. He led a
magical procession through the streets of Bristol. My thanks to everyone involved for another brilliant Bristol Jack-in-the-
Green.

And my thanks to the organisers, participants and onlookers of all the other Jacks that went out this year (at least 21!) for
sending in pictures and videos and most of all for keeping this wonderful tradition alive.

I’ve recently updated the “Traditional Jack-in-the-Green” article on our blog with information about the history of the
tradition as well as details about all of the modern revivals. it is very much a work in progress and I would be very
interested to hear from anyone with any corrections or further information about historical or modern Jacks especially from
those who “were there” in the early days of the revivals in the 1980’s. The advantage of publishing via our blog is that the
information contained is organic and can take literally seconds to update or correct when required ensuring that it is as
accurate and timely as possible.

You can find the article at https://thecompanyofthegreenman.wordpress.com/jack-in-the-green or just go to the blog and
click on ‘The Traditional Jack-in-the-Green’ tab.

I’ve been toying with the idea of adding discussion pages to the blog for a few years now. WordPress is a bit limited format
wise but I’ve come up with a solution that I hope will work. Our discussion pages will go live about a week after this e-
newsletter is published. More details later in this newsletter.

The Gazetteer of Green Men continues to grow daily (over 140 pages) but is still very much a work in progress. The most
up to date version is now available to download for free via the members area of the blog. We always need help verifying
many of the entries and members regularly discover as yet unrecorded green men, so download the gazetteer and take the
opportunity to find out if there are any green men near to you. And if you do find one please do take a photo and send it in
for our online Flickr archive which is now one of the largest resources of pictures of the Green Man and the Jack-in-the-
Green worldwide.

Our next e-newsletter will be published in Winter 2016/17. Any and all contributions as always will be very gratefully
received.

Chris Walton

thecompanyofthegreenman@gmail.com www.thecompanyofthegreenman.co.uk

https://thecompanyofthegreenman.wordpress.com/jack-in-the-green
mailto:thecompanyofthegreenman@gmail.com
http://www.thecompanyofthegreenman.co.uk/


It’s been another great year for sightings of The Traditional Jack-in-the-Green across the UK. My thanks to everyone who has confirmed 
sightings and sent in some fantastic photographs. I have now had confirmed sightings of the following 21 Jacks for 2016:

Bluebell Hill/Rochester Sweeps Jack-in-the-Green - Dead Horse Morris Jack-in-the-Green -Hammersmith Morris Jack-in-the-Green

Highworth Jack-in-the-Green - Oxford Jack-in-the-Green - Deptford/Fowlers Troop Jack-in-the-Green

Cheltenham Sweeps Jack-in-the-Green - Hastings Traditional Jack-in-the-Green - Whitstable Jack-in-the-Green

Ilfracombe Jack-in-the-Green - Winchcombe Jack-in-the-Green - Bristol Jack-in-the-Green - Knutsford Jack-in-the-Green

Guildford Jack-in-the-Green - Bovey Tracey/Grimspound Morris Jack-in-the-Green - Horsley Primary School (Stroud) Jack-in-the-Green

Hever Castle Jack-in-the-Green - Kentwell Hall Jack O’Green - Wythenshawe Hall Jack ‘O’ Green - Yaxley Jack-in-the-Green

Brentham May Day Jack-in-the-Green

As well as many old friends a number of new Jacks appeared this year. Some may possibly be one off events but I’m hopeful that others
will become annual traditions. I also stumbled across a Jack that I had assumed died out many years ago but was extremely pleased to
find is still going strong. On May Day in 1984 a Jack carried by Mike Mullen of Hammersmith Morris joined a number of other Jacks at the
Magog’s pub in Milk Street. The trail of the Hammersmith Jack then goes cold and I assumed it was a lost Jack. Both myself and Ross
Parish noticed mention of The Hammersmith Jack heading to the west country this May and Ross managed to hunt it down back in it’s
home environment on Mayday (more from Ross about this later in this issue...)

Chris Luxford a current member of Hammersmith Morris kindly got in touch to confirm that after a 25 year gap, in 2009 Members of
Hammersmith Morris created their Jack in it’s current form, possibly unaware of its earlier incarnation. The Hammersmith Jack, is largely
covered with artificial foliage, although it does have a crown of fresh flowers on May 1st. The leaves are made in a variety of materials,
some created by children at local schools that the Jack visits as part of its May Day perambulations. As well as leaves made of paper, fabric
and plastic, the Jack has other items attached that have some significance to either Hammersmith, the team, or the person who attached
it. These can be almost anything, as long as they are small and easily attached to the bamboo and net frame. The overall appearance of
the Hammersmith Jack is quite spectacular. The Jack is paraded through Hammersmith on May 1st, regardless of which day of the week
this falls, and wherever else the Jack visits on this day. This included 2016 when The Hammersmith Jack travelled west by train to appear
at dawn in Sherborne, Dorset on May 1st. Jack was back home parading through Hammersmith by lunchtime. When May 1st is a normal
weekday then Jack and the team will visit schools, in some of which the children will have made leaves out of paper to attach to Jack.
There are no attendants other than the Morris Dancers and musicians. The rest of the year the Hammersmith Jack is stored at Cecil Sharp
House the home of the English Folk Dance and Song Society where he sometimes takes part in events.

If you haven’t seen a Jack-in-the-Green yet this year there is still at least one more to come. The Carshalton Straw Jack is a celebration of
Harvest that takes place in September each year. The straw Jack is ritually stripped in the evening so that all present can take a keepsake
and then he is burnt in a brazier. It is hoped that he will be burnt as a complete figure one year. For confirmation of the date for this years
Carshalton Jack keep an eye on the annual events page of our blog.

There is also a possibility that a Jack will take part in the Pagan Pride Parade in central Nottingham on Sunday 7th August. If anyone has
any information about this please do get in touch.

It has long been my hope to be able to obtain at least one picture of every Jack that goes out across the UK (and beyond) each year to
add to our online Flickr archive and provide a visual record of this wonderful tradition for generations to come. At least twenty one Jacks
went out this year and I’m extremely grateful to everyone who has helped me to gather pictures of thirteen Jacks so far.

As this newsletter goes to press I’m still trying to track down pictures of eight Jacks from this year. If you can help and have the copyright
owners permission please get in contact. Copyright of any pictures added to our archive always remains with the original photographer and
pictures are only ever used with permission of the copyright owner. The eight Jacks I’m still looking for pictures of from 2016 are:

Ilfracombe Jack-in-the-Green - Winchcombe Jack-in-the-Green - Knutsford Jack-in-the-Green - Yaxley Jack-in-the-Green Brentham Jack-in-
the-Green - Bovey Tracey/Grimspound Morris Jack-in-the-Green - Kentwell Hall Jack O’Green -Wythenshawe Hall Jack ‘O’ Green

As in previous years I shall let the photographs of this years Jacks tell the story for the next few pages. Thanks again to everyone who has 
contributed.

Jack’s-in-the-Green 2016



The Hastings Traditional Jack-in-the-Green © Rose Blakeley

The Cheltenham Sweeps Jack-in-the-Green



The Dead Horse Morris Jack-in-the-Green © Copyright Dead Horse Morris



The Oxford Jack-in-the-Green © Copyright Tim Healey www.maymorning.co.uk

The Guildford Bush/Jack-in-the-Green © Copyright Jodi Bailey



Hever Castle Jack-in-the-Green © Copyright Hever Castle

Highworth Jack-in-the-Green © Copyright Barbara Brockway

Highworth Jack-in-the-Green © Copyright Terry Portsmith

Highworth Jack-in-the-Green © Copyright Terry Portsmith

Bristol Jack-in-the-Green



Bristol Jack-in-the-Green

Bristol Jack-in-the-Green

Whitstable Jack-in-the-Green © Joe Eddington

Whitstable Jack-in-the-Green © Joe Eddington



The Fowlers Troop/Deptford Jack-in-the-Green © Pixeyled PublicationsThe Hammersmith Jack-in-the-Green © Pixeyled Publications

The Oxford Jack-in-the-Green © Pixeyled Publications The Rochester Sweeps Jack-in-the-Green © Pixeyled Publications



Tretower and what was made there
By Clive Hicks-Jenkins

“I’m extremely grateful to Clive Hicks-Jenkins for contacting me after
reading an article I wrote about the Jack in the Green and for allowing me
to reproduce his wonderful article which first appeared on his own blog in
April 2010, as well as his stunning Green Man print which appears in “The
Foliate Head” I’m also indebted to Marly Yeomans for allowing me to
reproduce her magical poem “Green Wednesday” from the same book.

An e-mail correspondence over the past couple of days with the painter

Graham Ward has raised issues of Green Men and their like. Which brings

me back to Tretower and how I kept myself occupied while spending long

days in that tiny custodian’s hut. Before I met Peter, after which time with

his encouragement I began to draw and paint in my ticket-seller’s shed at

Tretower, I made masks. I first modelled them in clay. Then my friend

Derek, the retired custodian of Tretower who lived with his wife Pat in a

pretty little bungalow next to the monument, made fibreglass moulds of the

clay originals in his workshop. When a mould was ready, I’d oil the inside

and layer into it brown paper gum-strip torn into tiny pieces and moistened

on a wet sponge. As the gum-strip dried it formed a thin, hard laminate

that took every last detail of the mould. After being eased free from the

fibreglass the mask would be gessoed and gilded, or brushed with pastes of

metal powders and pigment to mimic bronze or corroded iron. For some I

made crowns of paper laminate leaves… again from moulds provided by

Derek… and these were bound and glued to wires that in turn were

wrapped with damp gum-strip and attached to the masks. I made ‘green

man’ masks and funeral masks from ‘invented’ cultures.

There were polychrome masks adorned with beads and silk tassels and masks that looked as though they’d been snipped from sheet lead and

beaten into shape. It was work I could do in a tiny space and it kept me busy when the monument was empty and all my other duties were

done. I made the green man mask illustrated above in the likeness of my father, Trevor. (I had to wait for him to fall asleep in his armchair

before drawing him, as he was a man far too busy to hang about being sketched!) After his death I was asked to provide a mask for the ‘Jack’

to wear at the Hastings Green Man Festival, and thereafter for a couple of years Trevor’s likeness was at the centre of that magnificent

spectacle, an honour he would have delighted in.

Peter and I travelled to Hastings in the hope of witnessing the Jack wearing my mask as he emerged for the festival from a shed down by the

sea. But we arrived late and there was no sign of anything going on. The place felt abandoned. Then from a distance came intermittent blasts

of drumming, rising and fading. We hurried down narrow cobbled streets toward it. The drumming grew louder and there were other

percussive instruments, bells and gongs and the sound of a great crowd. Other pedestrians were appearing from side streets, drawn by the

music. I started running. I remember hearing Peter calling me, but the beat was like a powerful heart and it was easier to give myself up to it.

Suddenly I was at the tail end of a procession. Troupes of Morris dancers of all persuasions were performing in serried ranks. Smoke and

firecrackers and the taste of cordite, sharp at the back of the throat. Mummers in costumes astonishing and varied milled about or romped and

leered at the crowd. All the onlookers had green smears across their foreheads and I wondered whether there might be vendors selling these

marks of Cain so that one could acquire a green flash and blend in with everyone. But I couldn’t see anyone peddling green daubs. Then far

ahead where the crowd was densest, I spotted the Jack, as tall as two men, bucking and rearing and covered in ribbons and laurel leaves, a

crown of gold and red flowers on his head. I forced my way through the throng, an urgent need to be closer to the action making my chest

swell.

Fine tall men with wild green faces and flying snaky green locks strode as outriders to the Jack, their bodies and limbs covered in leaves.

Fierce as Beserkers they snarled and roared to clear the way. Suddenly one caught my eye. Towering above lesser mortals, he’d stopped in his

tracks and was watching me through the crowd. To my alarm he broke ranks and headed straight at me. I backed into a shop doorway but

there was no escaping those blazing eyes, alarmingly red in all that green bearing down on me. Before I could duck he’d raised his arm and

struck my forehead a glancing blow with the palm of his hand, turned and raced back to take his place as a guard of honour. I’d stumbled

under the force of the green man’s hit-and-run, seeing stars as I landed on my backside in the doorway. As I recovered and stood up I caught

sight of a reflection in the glass of the shop window. I grinned back at myself, marked with a green blow across the brow. Finally I caught up

with the Jack. And there, inscrutable among the leaves, my father’s likeness staring above the heads of the crowd, a wine red rose dangling

from his lips. Later at the castle the Jack would be torn apart in a ritual slaying, leaves from his person claimed as trophies. The organiser of

the festival made sure he got the mask, though the following year he was not so alert, and it went to someone faster and stealthier. I

sometimes wonder where it is now.”



GREEN WEDNESDAY

He made a mask, he made a mask
Of his dear father, O!

He made it gold, made a father
All leafed with glister, O!

He fed its light to summer’s king,
Jack of the Greenwood, O!

Whose wicker frame was sprangled green—
The light, the oak leaf, O!

The wildwood men were high as trees
And daubed in leaf-meal, O!

The gold-fired mask of the Father
Made glints and spangles, O!

The streaming greens poured merrily
Through Hastings roadways, O!

A father’s face reborn shone young,
Smiling and leafy, O!

The mask maker was set apart
From wodwo maskers, O!

Till horn-hard palms of wild men struck
His brow with green dye, O!

Then sprigs and leafy wands uncurled
From out his mind’s cage, O!

Maker and masker, green and wick–
Springflame returning, O!

Marly Yeomans May 5th 2011



Some time after Clive posted his article on his blog his friend Marly Yeomans made the poem Green Wednesday based on the story.
Clive wrote “This is not the first biographical poem Marly has produced about my work and my life. There are five in The Book of
Ystwyth. Where other artists have biographers, it seems that for me there has been the rather more unusual development of Marly
evolving into my personal Bard, re-inventing my history in verse. I’ve got to the stage now where I’m not sure which is the more
truthful account, hers or mine. Hers is certainly the more beautiful.

Clive Hicks-Jenkins has been called by Simon Callow ‘one of the most individual and complete artists of our time‘. His work is held in

all the principal public collections in Wales and his artist’s books with the Old Stile Press are in libraries worldwide. He exhibits

regularly with the Martin Tinney Gallery in Cardiff. Clive is a Royal Cambrian Academician and an Honorary Fellow of Aberystwyth

University School of Art. The book “Clive Hicks-Jenkins” was published by Lund Humphries in 2011. You can find Clive Hicks-Jenkins
website and Artlog at: http://www.hicks-jenkins.com

Marly Youmans is the award winning author of ten books of poetry and fiction. Her poetry collections include “ The Foliate Head” the

result of the collaboration between three friends--Marly Youmans, Clive Hicks-Jenkins and book designer Andrew
Wakelin. Marly has been described as “a writer of rare ability whose works will one day be studied by serious students of poetry” and

as “The best kept secret of among contemporary American writers. You can find Marly Yeoman’s website at

https://thepalaceat2.blogspot.co.uk/

I know that a many of those connected with and followers of the Hastings Traditional Jack in the Green are members of our Company
and read this e-newsletter. If anyone does know what became of the mask that Clive made please do get in touch with me.

If you can track down a copy of Marly’s wonderful book “The Foliate Head” I highly recommend it for her beautiful poetry and Clive’s
wonderful illustrations of The Green Man that appear throughout the book.

http://www.hicks-jenkins.com/
https://thepalaceat2.blogspot.co.uk/


For anyone working and not keen to take the day off, a 1st of May falling on a weekend is not to be missed. There is a need to cram as
many May Day customs into one (or as in this year with the Sunday being the 1st and the following day, the Bank Holiday). Therefore this
year I decided to do some planning and see how many our weird and wonderful May Day revels I could see in two and a bit days. I’d
worked out the only way I could do all these events was to go by train. A feat which required a lot of time pouring over timetables and
keeping an eye on the time!

My journey began with my arrival on Saturday evening in Oxford. The renowned University town is noted for its unique May Day morning, a
strange smorgasbord of customs. However, I had read a small note of something rather unique and low key the night before and after
checking into my accommodation I decided to investigate.
This supplementary custom occurred on the common at the edge of a town so I decided to venture into the darkness of the wide open
space. It was pitch black and I walked a few yards along the causeway looking for evidence of any activity. I felt quite unnerved to be
honest and was about to turn back when I saw a flickering light in the distance. Was this it? I walked nearer and could hear music. Closer
and it revealed itself to be a small group of twenty somethings around a fire listening to music. They were quite bemused by my appearance
and said ‘There is a much larger bonfire around the corner’.

Of course folklorists will be intrigued by these fires, being lit as they are on the eve of May Day, or Beltaine. In parts of Northern Britain and
Ireland the lighting of such fires has a long possibly pre-Christian origin, dating back to our dark Celtic times. A form of purification for the
new year. A survival in the Celtic homelands is plausible – but in genteel Oxfordshire unlikely.
After a fair walk I could again hear sounds and see flickering flames in a small opening in the woody area. Making my way through the
foliage I found a larger group of people surrounding a larger bonfire. I asked about the history of the custom. One of the organisers said
that their parents used to do it and they would attend as children. It was more a town event and had been going for at least 40 years. She
then said that a few years back they as adults went out looking for the fires one May Day Eve and being disappointed in not finding any
decided to get organised the year after and do their own. Ten or so years later they were still doing it. She was unaware of its significance
but her name ‘Stardust’ I think explained its origins! The whole affair was very convivial and relaxed; so much that I wish I had stayed
longer and not booked somewhere to stay

Four Jacks, some garlands and a penny scramble

By Ross Parish

But get up, early I did, and following the stream of people who
had decided the same I soon found myself at Madgalene Bridge.
Here for the last 400 years the College Choir has given their
Hymnus Eucharisticus. However, when they started I don’t think
they thought it would be that popular hundreds of years later.
The crowd below, a mix of locals, students casually attired or
smarter May Eve Ball survivors, tourists, new age pagans and
Morris. A record crowd of over 25,000 apparently!

Things had certainly changed since 90s. I remember clearly the
crowds being much more rowdy, the focus being on the
foolhardy plunging into the river below to cheers and leers, the
choir barely audible were a side dressing to this inexplicably
popular custom. Now security guards the bridge and the
speakers and the hush that descends across the crowd makes
the choirs melodic music evocative and uplifting.

There in the crowd patiently waiting was the Oxford Jack and as
soon as the choir had finished the crowd began to disperse back
into the city centre. I followed the Jack who, accompanied by its
Morris Men and their musicians weaved towards the Radcliffe
Square being led on a piece of rope. This Jack was revived in
1951 and has continued ever since.

At the square the Jack stood in the centre around which his
Morris danced the Bonny Green, which involved a circling of Jack
with their Morris antics. With the backdrop of the Radcliffe
Camera it is without doubt one of the most picturesque of the
Jack in the Green events. I wandered around the city with Jack
seeing the other Morris teams and dance events.

May Day morning is a remarkably unique event and one that
should be experienced. Every corner of the city is wrapped up in
revelry, Morris, Scottish dancers or Madrigal bands, eateries
open early and everyone is happy and together. A real sign of
unity between town and gown.

The Oxford Jack-in-the-Green



This was the Deptford Jack. An impressive manifestation.
It was attended by the Fowlers Troup it is perhaps one of
the closest to the feel of the old urban Jacks and their
sweeps which were around the 1800s. The custom was
revived in 1983 having been recorded at least until the
1930s in the area. An account from the Kentish Mercury in
1906 recorded:

“It is not more than 3 or 4 years since such a band were
seen in the streets of Deptford. Jack in his greenery,
twirling, and the male and female dancers with him
pirouetting something after the traditional style - but
there was a sad falling off. In olden days the dancers
used to be sweeps, to whom money collected was a sort
of annual perquisite and sweeps were very jealous of
their privileges in this direction being usurped, latterly
however, this rule was by no means adhered to.”

Today his attendees are still not sweeps – well I don’t
think they were. With its musicians and assembled
hangers on, the Jack processed through Greenwich Park
to its next point of refreshment. Being Bank Holiday and
being a very sunny and warm day, the park was very
busy. The bemusement upon the onlookers face was
quite amazing with small children running away and
others doing second takes as the giant walking tree
bounced by.

I left Oxford soon after these festivities began to die down and everyone
refreshed with an early breakfast went back to work and normality.
However, as these festivities died down other May Day events were waking
up.

Once I arrived in London I made my way to Islington to find the New
Esperance Morris Milk Maids Garland. Fortunately I found them easily
beside a pub and ready to do another dance. The team, an all-female one,
has been established since the 1970s and revive the Islington Milkmaid’s
dance, recorded in a painting from 1741 by Francis Haymen. This they
enact every May Day afternoon and parade down the streets of EC1 visiting
the hostelries. I just caught up as they had done their first dance

Their garlanded milk churn in some ways resembled a miniature Jack in the
Green covered in greenery and cutlery! After spending a couple of dances
with the team I followed them as they processed to the next location and
whilst chatting with one of the members she informed me of another Jack
in the Green, her husband was involved with. And it was a fairly local one –
albeit the other side of the capital – at Hammersmith. I took note of the
time she told me and made my way to track down another Jack in the
Green at Greenwich.

The Esperance Milk Maids Garland

The Deptford (Fowlers Troop) Jack in the Green



After following the procession, I made my way to Hammersmith – to see a Jack not yet recorded by the Company of the Green Man. This
current incarnation dated from 2009 although apparently there was a Jack out in 1984. The Morris and their Jack were said to be arriving
around 4. Of course timings and Morris go together like May Bank Holiday and good weather – I waited a while – not an unpleasant place
to wait by the River Thames. Then they arrived. And what a curious Jack. A Jack not so much in the Green, but in a blanket, for the
Hammersmith Jack is made of a fabric and attached paraphernalia – a CD, old sections of magazines and an Oyster card. The Jack did not
itself appear to be involved in the dance, rather it was involved with disruption. Being a fabric Jack was clearly good, it was more flexible.
This meant he could sit on the benches, on laps and at one point on the back of a bicycle to considerable bemusement and comical fear of
the onlookers having an evening pint. Every now and then it would grab someone and envelope them under the fabric! With some great
Morris dancing – albeit a bit dangerous with flying wood and some very enchanting Polish folk dancing – it was an enjoyable way to end the
first mad May Day.

The Hammersmith Jack in the Green

Lewes Garland Day

Up early the next day, I made my day first to Lewes
for their revived Garland Day. The day was drastically
different from before. A heavy mist lay in the air,
every now and then becoming a humid swell which
deposited a fair amount of rain. I thought that the
rain would quite literally put a dampener on it, but
soon one by one, more and more elaborate May
Garlands appeared – one even being carried by two
masked Green Man (or rather Boys).

The organisers are to be congratulated for bringing
back the real feeling of May Day and over 30
garlands, one of which I thought was a Jack in the
Green, but might have been a fish instead!



So I was off for my final May Day custom, the very colourful Sweep’s
Festival at Rochester. Revived in 1981 and based on Charles Dickens
Sketches by Boz. Rochester comes alive during the festival which
culminates with the grand procession.

A train delay looked it might scupper my connection but I made it just as
the crowds began to line the street. One could hear the distance sound
of drums and soon the sweeps appeared and their Jack who again
entertained the crowd by pushing back onto them and generally scaring
them. If you’ve not see the Sweeps Festival it is warmly recommended.
As are all these weird and wonderful customs I encountered over that
weekend.

My thanks to Ross for his wonderful account and for some fantastic
pictures of the Jacks and the events. All the pictures in this article are
copyright Pixeyled Publications.

Ross runs a brilliant website “In search of traditional customs and
ceremonies” which explores the curious world of calendar customs

“England has and had 100s of special ceremonies, traditions and
customs. Some are group events some private, some ancient and
unfathomable, some recent and understandable. For the last 30 years I
have been travelling across the country and experiencing these unique
curiosities which sprinkle British eccentricities into an otherwise mundane
life. Each month we’ll be looking at customs survived: those 100 years or
older, revived: those newer customs many re-established and those
demised, lost but not always forgotten. Join me in these travels.”

I would urge anyone interested in traditional customs to visit Ross’s
website and follow it via Wordpress. You can find Ross’s website at:

www.traditionalcustomsandceremonies.wordpress.com

After watching a couple of dances by the Knots of May I made my way to Rye for their annual Mayor Making. Not necessarily very May like,
the custom of electing the new Mayor of the town, is associated with a very exciting – for the children particularly – hot penny scramble.

Penny scrambles can be found around the country and many reasons have been given for it. Often about attracting an audience. Some
started in the mists of time. Rye’s started in 1951! Yet despite its recent origins it certainly is a fun event. Like many events it did not start
on time and I wondered whether considering the tightness of my connection I would actually miss it. Yet the Mayor and dignitaries arrived
in all their finery and soon all the children were on hands and knees. And I made my connection just.

Lewes Garland Day Rye Penny Scramble

Rochester (Sweeps Festival) Jack-in-the-Green



“Why don’t you become a green man?” Well, isn’t it strange how the simplest of suggestions can escalate into something unexpected?
The quote above came from one of my fellow musicians with the King John’s Morris Men, here in Southampton. We’d been conversing,
via email, about developing a Morris ‘character’ and this was one of the ideas put forward.

Although relatively new to the Morris scene, I’ve previously performed as a, stilt walker and ‘eccentric’ entertainer. As such, it seemed
natural that I might bring some of this experience in the context of King John’s. Of course, characters in Morris are a well established
phenomena, with fools, beasts and hobby horses perhaps being the most familiar. The issue for me, though, was that these roles are
typically adopted by a dancer, rather than a musician. So, I needed something else - and that’s where the green man suggestion came
in.

To be honest, my initial response to the suggestion wasn’t particularly enthusiastic. Sure, I was vaguely aware of the whole Green Man
mythology and had seen Jack In The Green photos. However, I hadn’t realised that there was any direct connection with the Morris and
didn’t really understand how it would fit. So, at that point, I mentally ‘shelved’ the idea. Some months later, I chanced upon something
that I really hadn’t bargained for - a Morris side with their own Green Man! I made enquiries and discovered that this wasn’t the only
one. My interest was piqued - perhaps this was a better idea than I first thought? After all, although I didn’t really know what a Morris
green man was supposed to do, there didn’t seem any reason why one couldn’t be a melodeon player? It was something to ponder.

Christmas time came. The pre-Christmas period for me is always a very busy time. December 2015 was no exception, particularly as I’d
agreed to become part of the King John’s mummer’s play. However, in contrast, the post-Christmas period is often very quiet and, as
such, is often the time that get creative and start making things. So, with the green man idea still floating around in my head, the plan of
action then became obvious! At this point, I’d like to describe how I thoroughly researched green men, planned my costume on paper,
purchased the required materials, then slickly put it all together. Well, yes, I’d like to claim that - but it wouldn’t be true. Instead, against
my better instinct, I tried to take shortcuts. I already had a green leaf half-mask, so I figured I should use that. Also, as I didn’t fancy
making a new rag coat, I decided I’d dye an existing one. What could go wrong? Well, not reading the instruction on the dye meant
there wasn’t enough colour…so I ended up putting more work into sorting it out that it would have taken to make a new one. Doh! The
mask looked OK, but didn’t particularly resemble the green man images I’d seen. Something else was needed - and strangely, that
proved to be an adapted version of a lion’s mane that I’d made for a previous costume. This, basically, was a fake-fur hood (originally,
Orville The Duck green…), painted with acrylics, then covered with artificial foliage. Woven into this were rags, ribbons, twine and a
multitude of plastic animals. Overall, I wanted the end result to look natural and chaotic - and that’s certainly how things turned out.
Beyond that, other elements were tried, some fell into place and the end result is what you can see in the photos.

Funguy the Green Man: 

by Guy Heathcote



The most contentious part of the creation process concerned a name - do Morris green men have one? I wasn’t sure, but it seemed that
there might be occasions where it would be useful and pragmatic. So, I polled my fellow members of King John’s. The results? Some
said ‘no’, the green man is absolutely the ‘Green Man’. Others didn’t mind and supplied suggestions. Further to this, someone who’d
clearly done his homework, supplied suggestions of historic ‘green men’, all of whom had names. So, what would it be? Well, one of the
first names that was suggested was ‘Fungus’ - a suggestion I really liked, but which was perhaps too close to Raymond Briggs’ famous
character. However, when a further suggestion combined this with my own name, suddenly I had something unique that had a double
(if not triple) meaning - ‘Funguy’. Job done - I now had a unique name to use. As I was creating the character during January, it was
always going to be a while before I would get to make my green man debut. A couple of private test outings took place, but the actual
public debut didn’t happen until April. This turned out to be at a big Brownie gathering, to which King John’s had been invited to
perform. As I turned up, the first reaction I got was - fear! Not the best start, yet after a few high-5s and a little banter, the mood
quickly changed and suddenly I was in demand! It was going to work! An appearance at a local shopping precinct and, bizarrely, a
performance in a furniture store followed, with good reactions coming from each. Funguy was up and running.

However, the really special experience - for a green man - would come at the beginning of May. King John’s would be attending Jack In
The Green at Hastings! Funguy was going to meet others of his own kind! I’d seen photos from previous events (some had previously
served as inspiration), so it was great to think that I’d get to be a part of it. So, as you can see from the photos, it happened! King
John’s went for the weekend - and it was a fantastic experience. The Monday parade, in particular, was rather wonderful. I really hadn’t
bargained on quite how many people would enter into the spirit of it, dressing in all kinds of green. Nor had I realised quite how noisy it
would be - perhaps because we were positioned between two large drumming groups. Even those that hadn’t made the effort ended up
with green noses, thanks to participants equipped with green face paints. All of us that made the journey from Southampton had a great
weekend, one that I think we’ll remember for a long while. So, now we’re into May and the Morris season is properly under way. Funguy
has since appeared, solo, at an industrial museum and with King John’s, at a very successful English/French twinning event. On top of
that, there are lots more appearances already scheduled into the diary. During the course of the year, I’ve no doubt that the character
will evolve, as we all get more familiar with the possibilities. It’s going to be an interesting adventure!

Guy Heathcote (aka Funguy, the King John’s Green Man)

Editors note: Many Morris sides have their own Green Man
who performs various roles. I’m currently creating a list of
every Morris side who has or historically had their own
Green Man. You can find more information and add a
Green Man to the list via the “Morris Green Men” Page of
our blog.



The Cheltenham Jack-in-the-Green 1892 

On May 1st I spent a great day with the revived Cheltenham Jack-in-the-Green. My thanks to everyone who took part for putting up with
me (and my camera.)

The Cheltenham Sweeps Jack was first recorded in 1830, it appears in a wonderful photograph taken of May Day in Cheltenham in 1892
(below) The last recording of a Jack still processing in Cheltenham was in 1912. The Cheltenham Jack was revived in 2014 by Mike
Bottomley & Phil Collins and this year saw it’s first return to the streets of Cheltenham for over 100 years. To celebrate the occasion the
original photograph was recreated using both the original photograph and a detailed description of the Mayday celebrations from 1891.

With a little help from some extremely willing members of the public we had a great time and the resulting photograph can be seen below
along side the original.

The Cheltenham Jack-in-the-Green 2016 

This 1891 description of the Cheltenham Jack-in-the-Green was written by W.H.D. Rouse who was President of The Folklore Society 1904-
1906 and is reproduced in Roy Judge’s wonderful book “The Jack-in-the-Green” available from The Folklore Society.

‘The dancers are the chimney-sweeps of the town, two of whom, dressed in ordinary clothes, but with faces blacked, play on a fiddle and
a tin-whistle for the dancing. The centre of the group is formed by a large bush: on a framework of wood leaves are fastened, so as to
make a thick cone of them, about six feet high, topped with a crown made out of two hoops of wood covered with flowers, fastened
crosswise. The mass of leaves is only broken at one place where there is an opening contained by a straight line and the arc of a circle,
like a ticket office, through which peers the face of Jack-I’-the-Green, or the Bush-carrier. Jack advances halfway down the street, and
then sets down the bush. Three young men of the party are attached, so to speak, to the bush, and now begin to dance round it. Their
faces are blackened; they are crowned with complete caps (not garlands) made of all manner of leaves and flowers. Their dresses are
red, blue, and yellow respectively, each of one colour; loose-fitting bodies and trousers of calico, with flower-patterns upon them. These
dance lightly round the bush, turning always to their left, in a tripping polka-step, three trips and a pause, mostly straightforward, but
with a turn round now and then. I am informed that they always dance in the same direction.

‘The rest of the party are boys and two men, most fantastically dressed; it is almost impossible to describe the dresses. The leader of the
whole procession – the Clown – wears a tall hat, whose crown has been cut almost round, and turned back, like the lid of a meat-tin. To
this flapping crown is fastened what looks like a bird or a bundle of feathers, and a few ribbons hang from it; there is a wide pink ribbon
fastened round the hat by the brim, with a large blue bird’s wing in front, the feather end rising to the crown. Over a dress of chequered
calico and trousers of red and black stripes, is a very large pinafore, reaching from the neck to the knees, and fastened by one or two
knots behind. Across the front run two fringes of coloured stuff, below the waist; and at the bottom is a yellow frill. This he used to flap
and make quaint gestures with, now and again fanning himself languidly; indeed this personage greatly fancies himself. His face is
stained by large black rings round the eyes, and a red dab over mouth and chin.

The second man wears a red fool’s-cap, with a tassel, all stuck with flowers. On the right and left breast of his white pinafore are stuck or
painted black figures, meant for human beings; and behind, a large pattern in the shape of a gridiron, with a red bar crossing it
diagonally.

‘The two boys have white pinafores, with similar figures, or stars, on the breast, and a fish on the back; their white pinafores are cut
away in the shape of swallow-tail coats, the tails flying out behind. One wore a girl’s hat stuck with flowers.

‘Most or all of these last five carried in the left hand an iron ladle or spoon with holes pierced in the bowl, which they held out for
contributions; in the right they had a stick, with some kind of bladder hung on to the end. Whirling this, they ran about, and tried to strike
the passers-by, who scampered off shrieking as hard as they could go. They sometimes danced, sometimes roared, and pretended to bite
any child who ventured too near. Their faces, like their leader’s , were painted in divers colours, fearful and wonderful to behold.”

The Cheltenham Jack-in-the-Green back in Cheltenham



The Romanesque Disgorging Green Man and His Companions: 

a heretic, some good guys, some bad guys, no pagans

by Sophie Johnson

The ‘ridiculous monstrosities’ of St Bernard of Clairvaux

The Apologia ad Guillelmum Abbatem (1124-1125) of St Bernard of Clairvaux contains this enlightening passage (translated by Conrad
Rudolph):

… in the cloisters, before the eyes of brothers while they read — what is that ridiculous monstrosity doing, an amazing kind of deformed
beauty and yet a beautiful deformity …? What are the filthy apes doing there? The fierce lions? The monstrous centaurs? . . . Everywhere so
plentiful and astonishing a variety of contradictory forms is seen that one would rather read in the marble than in books … If one is not
ashamed of the absurdity, why is one not at least troubled by the expense?1

Here, St Bernard names ‘monstrosities’, a concept familiar at least since Virgil’s Aeneid (29-19 BC) and Ovid’s Metamorphoses (c. 8 AD).
(Dunstan Lowe conducts an engaging discussion of those monstrosities.)2 The monstrosities St Bernard sees cannot be other than the
Romanesque disgorging Green Man and his companions. Notably, he does not see among them the gods of Olympus or Walhalla, nor the
Celtic or Norse gods, nor any rituals that associate with them. So neither ‘pagan’, nor ‘heresy’ even occurs to him. Yet he was never slow at
spotting the threat of heresy. He was the first to alert the Church to the deleterious effects on sections of the laity of Cathar theological and
social non-conformity.3 A stickler for orthodoxy, he censured heresy even in Peter Abelard’s novel philosophical approach to theology, and
drove him into retirement and obscurity.4 Certainly, St Bernard saw frivolity in the images he describes, but nothing that might suggest the
pagan revanchist heretically sneaking images of pagan deities and rituals into the churches of Western Europe.

It is inconceivable that neither St Bernard nor anyone else noticed that, from the latter part of the 11th century and throughout the 12th
century, the churches of Western Europe were displaying pagan images. We must therefore conclude that at the time no-one mistook the
images of Romanesque Green Man and his companions for pagans. Indeed, their being mistaken for pagans is nothing other than a
contemporary grabbing of the wrong end of the stick.

A pagans-tolerant Church?

I have heard it argued, even by people whose opinions I normally value, that it was Church policy to refrain from suppressing pagan images
while a society is in the process of adopting Christianity. This was not so, as the letter from Pope Gregory I (590-604) to Abbot Mellitus
confirms:

Tell Augustine that he should be no means destroy the temples of the gods but rather the idols within those temples. Let him, after he has
purified them with holy water, place altars and relics of the saints in them. For, if those temples are well built, they should be converted from
the worship of demons to the service of the true God. Thus, seeing that their places of worship are not destroyed, the people will banish error
from their hearts and come to places familiar and dear to them in acknowledgement and worship of the true God.5

But the ‘pagans’ argument would run clean off the rails even without this revealing letter, for that argument is fatally flawed unless at least
one of the putative unsuppressed pagan images it proposes is pointed out, and its pagan legacy is identified. None has ever been pointed out,
for the simple reason that none can be, because there is none. And therein lies the fatal fallacy. (Also, it is as well to remember that the
Romanesque church that introduced these images was a good half-millennium beyond Britain’s Christianising period.)

Besides, we cannot say sensibly that the monstrosities that are the Romanesque Green Man and his companions are pagan images. Our
saying that would entail that some or all of the peoples we know as the Celts, Romans, Angles, Saxons, Jutes, etc. – the people who have a
Western European pagan past – had worshipped monstrosities. But we have exactly no rational grounds for positing that, since the pantheon
of their pre-Christian deities is rather well known, and none of them is a monstrosity. This fact makes it all the more surprising that so many
people have for so long supposed that they are looking at pagan images when they survey the Romanesque Green Man and his companions.
This supposition is a radical misunderstanding in cathedral studies that has to be corrected. Fortunately, there is no shortage of contemporary
medievalists to effect that correction. Ronald Hutton, for instance, describes the Romano-Celtic deities of Britain’s Roman Empire period (43-
410 AD), of which images abound on coins and shrines,6 and the deities of the pagan period of the Anglo-Saxons (early 5th century, thereafter
rapidly giving way to Christianity), of which no images are known for certain.7 No sentimental reversion to any of these images is discernible
among the Romanesque Green Man and his companions.

The political climate: very unhealthy for heretics

Even a cursory glance at the 12th century zeitgeist cannot but confirm that the Church would not have been tolerant of the brazen heretic
who suddenly takes to filling Western European churches with pagan images. The times were much too tense for tolerance of anything short
of the orthodox Church position. The Great Schism, the split of the Greek-speaking Eastern Christian Church and the Latin-speaking Western
Christian Church, had already happened in 1054. By the late11th century, several parts of Western Europe were experiencing risings against
the clergy of the Roman Church. And the ‘new heresy’ (Cathars/Albigensians) found a firm footing in Languedoc (southern France) by the 12th
century. In short, the supremacy of the Roman Church had been challenged successfully, and was still being challenged. Jonathan Sumption’s
brilliant work offers an account of the theological and ethical bases of Catharism, and of Cathar activity.8 The following pastiche of remarks will
indicate the aggressive heretical activity of those years, made very dangerous by the reacting Church authorities and the secular nobility loyal
to them:
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In parts of France, immoral or married clergymen were threatened by mobs … the growing … wealth of the church provoked bitter protest and
… armed rebellion. Tanchhelm raised a fanatical following in Antwerp by preaching against the lax morals of the local clergy ... he was
murdered by a priest.9 … violent outbursts of anti-clericalism in Italy … in 1143 the pope’s temporal dominion was seized. (That pope was
Nicholas Breakspear. ‘It would be eight years before he returned to the Lateran Palace.’)10 The leader, ‘Arnold of Brescia, was captured in
1152 and executed by the Emperor Frederick Barbarossa … In the mid-1160s the Cathars of the northern towns … were unwise enough to flee
to Cologne, where they were promptly detected and burned. Another group of Flemish exiles turned up in the west of England, only to
be branded on the forehead and driven naked into the winter snow. But the greater majority of the fugitives … fled to Lombardy and
Languedoc [where] the nobility had little reason to co-operate with the church … by the end of the 12th century an entrenched heretical
church faced the orthodox hierarchy … on equal terms … The Albigensian crusade [1209-1229] was the outcome.11

The newcomer is not a familiar monstrosity

Interestingly, in his comment quoted above, St Bernard does not point out the cat-faced disgorger. Did he simply not notice it, or was cat-face
too new a ‘monstrosity’ in 1125 for easy reference? Indeed, he sees 'filthy apes' and 'fierce lions', that is, the familiar monstrosities. But there
are neither apes nor lions there! There are manticores, that is, man-faced lions, (more on them below), and they are sometimes pretty fierce
looking. But manticores are manticores, not lions. Might St Bernard have mistaken the cat-faces for filthy apes? Also interestingly, he seems to
be acting out a mock condemnations of these images: No genuine, fulsome intention to condemn is likely to make its subject alluring, as St
Bernard does with 'Everywhere so plentiful and astonishing a variety of contradictory forms is seen that one would rather read in the marble
than in books'. To my mind, his condemnation reads very much like covert recommendation. And this amounts at least to an intimation that
St. Bernard's 'monstrosities' had the imprimatur of those in the upper echelons of Church authority.

Where did cat-face and his companions spring from? Mercia MacDermott explores the European pre-Christian images that are commonly
proposed as the cat-faced disgorger’s possible ancestors: the Titan Okeanus, the Medusa (Gorgon), the Roman god Silvanus,
Dionysus/Bacchus, the Roman-times images of the Celtic god Cernunnus, the Gaulish hammer-god Sucellus, and ‘the much older Celtic stone
heads found in southern Germany and uninfluenced by Roman art’.12 But she dismisses them all:

Have you ever seen a Green Man with antlers? Or a Roman, Greek, Celtic, or even Egyptian deity who disgorges foliage? No? In that case, we
need to do some serious re-thinking … In order to get back onto the right track, we have to reject the popular but anachronistic idea that the
Green Man was smuggled into churches by recalcitrant, underground pagans. There is no evidence of any appreciable survival of paganism in
Western Europe at the time when the first known Green Men were created, let alone of the presence of active, militant pagans in a position to
influence patrons, architects and masons in the numerous dioceses where Green Men appear in monasteries and cathedrals.13

MacDermott’s is indeed a very pleasing dissing of the historically untenable and fallaciously posited tenet that the Romanesque disgorging
Green Man and his companions are pagan images. It is high time to abandon it, as much in the interest of good sense as in favour of an
informed investigation of the place of these images in Church history.

What and who is the Romanesque disgorging Green Man?

Mercia MacDermott shows us a promising route to identifying the Romanesque disgorging Green Man: In search of the likely progenitor of this
12th century European disgorging head, one that has ‘a feline or monstrous full-face … disgorging long “beaded” stems, and often flowers and
“fir cones” as well’,14MacDermott turns to India, and spots the kirttimukha and the makara, creatures of Hindu and Buddhist mythology, and
recognises in them the pictorial ancestors of the disgorging Romanesque Green Man.

The kirttimukha is a face, fierce and suggestive of a lion or some kind of monster, with large bulging eyes and a wide mouth, often lacking a
lower jaw, from which emerges what appears sometimes to be foliage, sometimes flowers, sometimes ribbons strung with beads, and
sometimes curling foam or smoke.15

The makara combines the features of several creatures, including the crocodile, elephant, and fish or dolphin’ … the makara was believed to
disgorge wonderful things, among them the ‘Cosmic Tree’ or ‘Wish-fulfilling Tree’, usually depicted as a kind of vine or tendril derived from the
sacred lotus plant, combined with strings of pearls.16

Of course, we cannot associate the Romanesque disgorging Green Man with a revanchist paganism of the Hindu/Buddhist kind: that makes no
sense in a medieval European context, where there was no Hindu/Buddhist past. The image of the Romanesque disgorging Green Man was
custom-made in late-11th century Western Europe for the job it had to do there. The kirttimukha and makara were just the design models
that influenced his unique appearance. (Curiously though, MacDermott notes that Millard B Rogers17 makes the point that the makara and
kirttimukha ‘appear on the majority of the French and Spanish churches built during the 12th century, but not on earlier Romanesque

churches,’18 and that they were not used after 1200.)

Who are the Romanesque disgorging Green Man’s companions?

On an aphoristic logic, the company you keep, and the role you play in that company, reveals who you are. So a necessary line of
investigation is clearly the one that identifies the Romanesque disgorging Green Man’s companions. These are some of them, based mostly on
Mercia MacDermott’s descriptions:

acrobats – socially dubious, subversive people.

amphisbaena – lizard with a head at each end: perversion, the unsavoury.
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griffin (Scythian) – eagle’s head and lion’s body, reputedly guards hoards of gold and emeralds; in 12th century churches, stories about the
griffin were often starting-points of homilies against greed.

manticore (Persian) – head of a man, body of a lion, three rows of teeth on each jaw, poisoned spines on tails, fleet-footed; Persian word
means ‘man eater’; in mediaeval times, associated with Satan.

sheela-na-gig (corruption of Irish term for ‘loose woman’) –repulsive female representations (drawn-back vulvas or mouths displaying
tongues) that came to England from Spain, on pilgrim routes. The generic term is ‘exhibitionists’, and includes the male version. In the 12th
century, this figure is never a fertility symbol like, e.g., the Maori tiei tiki.

two-headed wolf woman/she-devil – self-explanatory.

wyvern – two-legged winged dragon, emblem of the Saxon Kings of Wessex; apparently the good pastors of the medieval Church.

So the answer to ‘what is he?’ is this: The Romanesque Green Man is a cat face (sometimes very humanoid) with bulging cheeks and
protruding eyes, disgorging vine stems (mostly bare of leaves) and/or beaded strands of ribbon. ‘Who is he?’ takes a little more telling, for he
is the image that very probably represents the heretic.

The cat and the disgorging Romanesque Green Man as heretics

Why would a cat be thought to represent the heretic? A most useful suggestion comes from Stephen O’Shea:

Their [the Cathars’] name, once thought to mean ‘the pure’, is not their own invention. Cathar is now taken as a twelfth-century German play
on words implying a cat worshipper. It was long bruited about that Cathars performed the so-called obscene kiss on the rear end of a cat.19

Irina Metzler’s scintillating article attributes (citing Beryl Roland)20 the ‘rear end kissing’21 accusation to Pope Gregory IX. This is part of
Metzler’s ingenious tracing of ‘the origins of using cat symbolism in the denouncement of heretics’.22From her claim that ‘Alan of Lille (c.1182-
1202) was the medieval author who first linked cats with one group of heretics in particular, the Cathars…’,23 she proceeds to offer a
fascinating body of etymological evidence24 that fully vindicates O’Shea’s claim that an associative German play on words is chiefly responsible
for the term ‘Cathar’: ‘the lexical link between cat (Katze) and heretic (Ketzer)’.25 So ‘Cathar’ is a pejorative term, not the self-naming of the so
called. Clearly enough, given the politics of the times, a major job of the Romanesque disgorging Green Man was to conflate ‘Cathar’ and
‘heretic’ by playing the heretic role in the narratives carved on prominent surfaces in 11th-12th century churches.

Incidentally, Kathleen Basford had in fact distinguished the Romanesque disgorging Green Man from the foliate-head one:

... they must be recognised as distinct types … and can be interpreted in accordance with the text: See, how they hold the branch to the nose,
Ezekiel 8.17, and allude to the idolaters to whom God should show no mercy … The most common variant of the human mask is the cat
mask.26

So Basford’s 1978 position came very close to seeing the heretic in the Romanesque disgorging Green Man.

Playing monks

It is difficult to resist interpreting the carvings on the capitals in Canterbury Cathedral once one has to hand the dramatis personae that Mercia
MacDermott provides. (The Book of Beasts27 is also handy.) But then, resistance is unnecessary: As St Bernard of Clairvaux observes, those
carvings are there to be read: ‘one would rather read in the marble than in books’. So bits of my own readings follow, only a little
apologetically:

At Canterbury Cathedral we see the Romanesque disgorging Green Man with his companions in St Gabriel’s and St Anselm’s chapels. Among
the beasts Mercia MacDermott names, the wyvern is explicitly a good guy. In St Anselm's Chapel, a wyvern is supporting a monk’s chair and
desk with its wings, and the monk himself (Fig.1):

Since this image is on the marble surround of Archbishop Meopham’s tomb, and, of course, in Archbishop Anselm's own chapel, there is a
strong suggestion that this supportive wyvern represents them, the good pastors who had looked after their flocks. There was an even more
solicitous wyvern in mid-12th century Germany. This one makes a monk’s chair of his back, a desk of his tail fins, and a back-rest of his neck
and left ear (or possibly wing-tip).28 But the wyvern (the good pastor) will mete out punishment too, when it is due:

Two dogs halt the exhibitionist antics of the cat-eared person (male sheela-na-gig?) on the east-facing facet of the central capital in St
Gabriel's Chapel (Fig.2). The two dogs are there to help him, not to harm him. As Irina Metzler tells us, dogs are by nature good guys, inclined
to look after everyone, even cats/heretics:

… the dog is on the side of orthodoxy and order in medieval minds. The well-known comparison of the Dominicans with domini canes, the
watch dogs of the Lord, is a case in point. The notion of the dog guarding and even admonishing the sinner is sometimes presented
graphically in counterpoint to the cat,29 which was ‘often used as a symbol of heresy’.30
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David Taylor has another interpretation: On this capital, where the good dogs discipline the ‘naked free spirit’, the narrative warns against the
Brethren of the Free Spirit (Adamites) heresy that resurfaced in Germany in the early 13th century:
Could it be that the Green Man carvings that we find on medieval churches were indeed commissioned by the church to show the tortured
face of a heretical messiah as a warning to the masses about the sins of the flesh and the presumed sins of the Adamites in particular? 33

On the south-facing facet, we see a wyvern attempting to instruct cat-ears in salubrious harp playing. But cat-ears acts the intransigent
donkey here, apparently braying rudely (Fig.3).

We see on the west-facing facet that the time has come to do the biblical separating of the goats and the sheep: a vielle-holding ram is
shocked by the obscene trumpet sound that cat-ears, now acting the goat, blows at him. The wyvern on whose back he is riding with
disrespectful glee arrests his trumpet-holding arm (Fig.4).

(Emma Dillon31 makes a brave study of the medieval art of visually representing 'obscene' sound by conjoining instruments and the 'more
familiar sites of the obscene', e.g., 'a man blows a trumpet while defecating'. So 'certain types of sound, particularly trumpets, horns, bagpipes
and drums ... amplify sites that were already understood to be obscene'.)32

On the north-facing facet, cat-ears, now full-faced, pop-eyed and disgorging freely, is glaring out from underneath two wyverns' triumphant
feet (Fig.5). They have squished him, having found out that he is an obdurate heretic (Cathar?) who despises the holy pastors of the Church!

Capitals where the Romanesque Green Man is not with his companions

Romanesque disgorging Green Man gets a prominent capital to himself at the first crossing in the Crypt, where he looks out in four directions
under each corner of the abacus (Fig.6):

and another in St Anselm’s Chapel, where he looks west along the South Isle with one face, and into the Chapel with another (Fig. 7):
On these capitals, the Romanesque disgorging Green Man is the ‘On Your Guard Against the Heretic!’ poster. There are columns in the Crypt
of which the capitals do not feature the disgorging Green Man, only his companions. Their role is also didactic: they re-affirm the Church’s
teachings on ethics and morality.

On first sight, the ‘acrobats’ (Fig. 8), on the east-facing facet of the north-central capital at the first crossing, are puzzling. What are we
supposed to find wrong in them, other than their dim-witted looks? One acrobat sits on the other's head, arms stretched out, holding a fish by
the tail in his right hand, and a bowl of something in the left:
It is not obvious why this banal pose brings on the disturbing scene, on the south-facing facet (Fig. 9), where a dog and a griffin are attacking
each other: The dog bites the griffin’s tail, and the griffin drives its lance into the dog’s lower spine. These two good guys of the Romanesque
church have turned on each other! That is the natural order gone awry.

The west-facing facet (Fig. 10) tells just as grim a tale: The vicious two-headed wolf woman has overcome the powerful, clever griffin, and is
keeping a disabling hold of it by its neck and tail. The griffin’s tail has sprung another head, shamefully making an amphisbaena of it.

A decorative, perky, well-pleased manticore/Satan struts on the north-facing facet (Fig. 11): He has a second face protruding from his chest
area, wrapped between his wings. That face is suspiciously like that of the dim-looking acrobat atop his companion's head on the east-facing
facet. And not only that, closer observation reveals: Two arms stretch out improbably from the manticore's long neck, the right hand holding a
fish by the tail, and the left a bowl of something ... just like the acrobat on the east facet. My how grown-together Satan and the acrobats
are! Or so we are meant to conclude.

Several commentators make helpful suggestions about what is happening in such disturbing narratives: The 12th century Church disapproved
of itinerant entertainers: the troubadours and the jongleurs, and the acrobats and dancers who travelled alongside them. The Church aligned
their status with that of prostitutes,34determined to present them as venal, taverns-frequenting types who undermine the proper social order
of ‘men of prayer, men of war, and men of work’. This was the distribution of social pursuits desired by King Alfred (871-899) of fond memory,
and scripted by the prominent Benedictine, Aelfric of Eynsham (c.950-c.1010). It was still the ethical norm in Chaucer’s time (1343-
1400).35 The tearaways from this norm, the freewheeling troubadours and their entourage, became objects of the no-holds-barred derision of
the Church, derision being the ready means of providing against public approval of them. (Actually, the Canterbury acrobat pair gets off
lightly. Weir and Jerman36 show quite a few others, who, victims of someone’s unbridled anal sense of humour, are fully stripped of human
dignity.)

The fateful offence of the troubadours and their attendants was that they took to writing and performing songs ‘concerning the conflicting
theologies of the Church of Rome and the Albigensians (Cathars). When Pope Innocent III authorised a crusade against the Albigensian
heretics (1209-1229), numerous Provencal troubadours were massacred with them.’37

So that’s it then: Acrobats and their kind are the order-disruptors who let in the chaos that plays them and their surroundings into the hands
of the manticore/Satan, and disables the good guys, like the greed-inhibiting griffin and the helpful, caring dog. Shun acrobats and their like!
(If you can stand the semiotics approach to social analysis, then Andrew Cowell38 is brilliant reading on the stand-off of the churches and the
taverns in the growing urban centres of the new medieval economy, especially on pilgrim routes.)

The source of the pagan-past theory of the Gothic foliate-head Green Man

Although the Gothic foliate-head Green Man is not a direct subject of this paper, a quick glance at it is appropriate: It was Lady Raglan whose
enthusiastic research in 1939 first called attention to the Green Man. Indeed, it was she who coined the term ‘Green Man’.39 For this, Mercia
MacDermott gives Raglan full credit.40 However, MacDermott fulsomely rejects Raglan’s analysis of this motif. For instance, she points out the
anachronism in Raglan’s associating of Jack-in-the-Green and May Day customs and the Gothic foliate heads: This Jack, as folklorist Roy
Judge notes,41 dates from 1795. He was a leafy-frame-clad character at annual processions staged by chimney sweeps, and had everything
to do with cadging money42 and nothing with greenness, except perhaps the summer season. MacDermott dismisses also the Green Man
association with Robin Hood and the legend of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight,43 and offers wise caution against the temptation to
associate too many images when in search of the meaning of one: ‘A net spread too widely may catch so many red herrings that the truth
may slip through unnoticed!’44

http://englishgrammartutor.com/The Romannesque Disgorging Green Man and His Companions.htm#33_David_Taylor
http://englishgrammartutor.com/The Romannesque Disgorging Green Man and His Companions.htm#31_Emma_Dillon
http://englishgrammartutor.com/The Romannesque Disgorging Green Man and His Companions.htm#32_Ibid.
http://englishgrammartutor.com/The Romannesque Disgorging Green Man and His Companions.htm#34_Anthony_Weir_&_James_Jerman
http://englishgrammartutor.com/The Romannesque Disgorging Green Man and His Companions.htm#35_Richard_K_Emmerson,_2013
http://englishgrammartutor.com/The Romannesque Disgorging Green Man and His Companions.htm#36_Weir_and_Jerman
http://englishgrammartutor.com/The Romannesque Disgorging Green Man and His Companions.htm#37_Paul_Oliver_and_Bryan_Gillingham
http://englishgrammartutor.com/The Romannesque Disgorging Green Man and His Companions.htm#38_Andrew_Cowell


There is broad agreement (in the absence of a better accommodation of him) that the function of the Gothic foliate-head Green Man, unlike
that of the Romanesque disgorging Green Man, was always purely decorative. And, as Kathleen Basford’s Plates 1-1245 show, the decorative
foliate head, unlike the Romanesque disgorging Green Man, has a long history, its deepest point traceable to capitals salvaged from Roman
temples by Bishop Nicetius in the first half of the 2nd century and incorporated in Trier Cathedral. This motif is not related, either historically
or artistically, to the highly political late-11th-12th century image, the Romanesque disgorging Green Man.

Contemporary scholarship

The Romanesque disgorging Green Man is an unparalleled motif in Church art, arriving there only in the latter part of the 11th century,
familiar monstrosities and good guys in tow, as well as some newly minted baddies, like acrobats and players of obscene instruments. Close
attention to him rewards us with rich insight into the turbulent Church politics of the Romanesque era. Unfortunately, very few scholars have
engaged with this image. Those who have46 conduct their discourses in tacit agreement with the point Richard Hayman makes explicitly:

Throughout the 1950s and beyond, the idea of green man as a pagan survival was uncontroversial … Knowledge of churches, of the rise of
Christianity and of pre-Christian religions has grown enormously over the past half century, and the assumptions made about the green man
in the 1950s are no longer convincing.47

Interestingly, Anthony Weir, co-author with James Jerman of the impressive work cited earlier,48 has commended Mercia MacDermott as the
authority on the Green Man, thereby modifying some views expressed in his and Jerman’s 1986 work:

‘The Green Man’ is a misleading catch-all term for Foliate Masks, Foliage-swallowers, and vine-spewers:
… They have nothing to do with ‘folk memory’ (usually invented in the early 20th century) … By far the best study of the Green Man is Explore
Green Men by Mercia MacDermott.49

Mercia MacDermott fully deserves this high praise. Perhaps her work will inspire young medievalists to carry it forward. Certainly, there is no
shortage of scope for research here. Look, for instance, at the quite amazing fact that the same Green-Man-and-companions images appear in
Romanesque churches throughout Western Europe, and they all appear in the late 11th to the 12th century. Should we not suspect organised
Church activity here? We are regularly told that it was the medieval manuscripts, mostly the psalters, that made the disgorging Green Man
known. But then, it is perfectly possible that the monks who decorated those psalters had in fact copied them from the capitals of columns in
their churches. So: Were those capitals the medieval ‘mass media’ that broadcast the engaging propaganda-in-sculpture that kept the faithful
on side with the Church and against the heretics? True, that would have taken some organising. But then, what, if not organisation, accounts
for the ubiquity, in late-11th and 12th century Western Europe, of the disgorging Green Man et al. images? Is it realistic to account for them in
terms alone of ‘a fashion that caught on’? Yes, but … does fashion just ‘catch on’, or is it promoted? Big discoveries about the political
operations of the 11th and 12th-century Church are surely in search of a discoverer.

My thanks to Sophie Johnson for her kind permission to reproduce this essay in our e-newsletter.

Sophie graduated from the University of Melbourne, where she read for her BA degree in English and Philosophy before continuing to MA
studies in Philosophy. A long-time employee of the Education Department of Victoria at its Distance Education Centre, author of The Stuff of
Argument and freelance editor, she supplemented her Australian professional life with several working visits to the UK, where she taught for
the Kent, Hertfordshire and Bedfordshire Local Education Authorities, wrote for the Meno Thinking Skills Service, a University of Cambridge
Local Examination Syndicate, and worked as a freelance editor for several commercial publishers of teaching texts.

She is currently the proprietor and principal tutor of English Grammar Tutor. Having posted her work, the grammar book The Well Bred
Sentence, on her website www.englishgrammartutor.com in mid-2001, she now hopes to find time to complete her new work, Spelling Facts.

Sophie is very keen to get a discussion going about the Disgorging Green Man in Romanesque cathedrals and churches. She originally posted
this essay with that intention. You can find out more and join the discussion via her website: www.englishgrammartutor.com

http://www.englishgrammartutor.com/
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Jack-in-the-Green A May Day Scene

I recently managed to obtain an original copy of a page from “The Graphic” published on May 3rd 1890 for our archive and featuring this
wonderful engraving. It is entitled “JACK-IN-THE-GREEN” – A MAY DAY SCENE SIXTY YEARS AGO and was drawn by Charles Green R.I
(1840–1898) who was an English watercolourist and illustrator. I’ve seen many copies of this picture but none that show the real detail
involved. The direct scan below gives you more of an idea and shows a couple of interesting details I hadn’t picked up before. Jacks
entourage includes two characters who look remarkably similar to some of the bogies that accompany the current revived Jacks. The pub
behind the Jack is called “The Green Man” and has a picture of a figure dressed in green. When time allows I shall have to do some
research to find out which London Green Man pub this was based on unless one of our members can shed any light on it for me?



Sightings

The wonderful disgorging green man
at Leicester Cathedral © Astrid
Morgan

Two French green men from the Loire. Both are from Chateau Serrant © Alice Nunn

The enigmatic disgorging green man at East Budleigh
Church in Devon photographed and verified by Alice Nunn.
There are some bench ends reported here too but
unfortunately it was too dark for Alice to photograph them
© Alice Nunn

Another lovely French green man from the Loire. This one is in
Place Pommeraye © Alice Nunn

A disgorging green man verified and photographed in St
Swithuns Church, Woodbury © Alice Nunn

Another wonderful green man from Alice Nunn. This rather
interesting Romanesque green man is on the entrance to St
Nicholas Church in Newbald, Yorkshire. © Alice Nunn



A group of spectacular green men from Christchurch Cathedral Oxford taken by Sarah Poole. More pictures from this set can be
found in our online Flickr archive © Sarah Poole

Sarah also sent us the wonderfully intricate disgorger
above which is in Radcliffe Square Oxford and the rather
disturbing disgorger to the right from St Peter & St Paul
Wantage © Sarah Poole



Two, rather fine green beasts on corbels  at Harvard house in High St. Stratford on Avon dated 1596 © Vanessa Piggott

Ruth Kenyon verified the very unusual Green Man roof boss above left in Newcastle Cathedral and also added the intricate poppy head 
above right carved by Percy Hedley in the choir area © Ruth Kenyon

Ruth also noted some confusion in the gazetteer about the green men at Salle in Norfolk. “They are roof bosses a room over the north 
porch which is accessed up a flight of stairs on the left at the beginning of the nave.” The gazetteer has been updated 



Ian Werner sent in these wonderful photos taken at Hillbark Hotel & Spa in Cheshire These two were on a
the main staircase but Ian says there are more to see. Ian also kindly detailed a history of Hillbark:

“Hillbark was built in 1891 by the Hudson family of Hudson Soap manufactures which eventually became
Lever Brothers. It is said that Hillbark is based on Little Moreton Hall in Cheshire and is made entirely of
wood, and has been claimed that it is one of the finest examples of half timbered Victorian design
anywhere in the country. It is also stated that Crown Prince Wilhelm of Germany came to stay in these
parts at the turn of the century. He liked the house, he was inspired to build a replica in the German town
Potsdam.

Sir Ernest Royden of The Cunard Line purchased the property in the 1920’s; Hillbark was moved between
1929-31 to its present position in Frankby onto land that had been left to Mrs Royden, as the house was
taken to pieces someone had to painstakingly write on the back of each section in the neatest of
handwriting, the exact location of each part of the house. Moving the building today would cost in the
region of £40million. Contained within the house are stained glass windows by William Morris, a rare
Adam fireplace and a fireplace which once belonged to Sir Walter Raleigh dating back to 1627.

Sir Ernest Royden was a ship builder and gave most of the house over to orphans of seamen who were
evacuated from Liverpool during the Second World War and set up camp, literally on the fields outside
Hillbark until 1949. The Royden family lived at Hillbark right up until Sir Ernest’s death in 1960 when he
left the house to the council in his will, as most of his family had moved away from the area. The house
was always fully staffed as would befit the status of the Royden family. Sir Ernest would open up Hillbark
one day each year so that people could come and look at the house and see it in all its glory; he also
owned all the surrounding land at Hillbark including Royden Park right up to Thor Stone at Thurstaston.
After his death the local authority turned Hillbark into an old peoples home, this remained the case up
until 1984 when the home closed and the building fell in to disrepair.”

Hillbark Hotel © Ian Werner

Vanessa Piggott sent us the photo above left of the Provost's chair in Leicester Cathedral, there has been a Provost's court there since
Medieval times, but Vanessa could find no details of the chair' s history, Sadly it may shortly be going into storage because it is in the way!
Vanessa also sent in a photo of the corbel in the south aisle (above right) and the photos below of the incredible Fireplace in the main hall of
Leicester Guildhall, dated 1652. All photos © Vanessa Piggott



On the last leg of her tour of Leicester Vanessa Piggott sent us these photos from St
Mary de Castro church. As well as the poppy heads there were four heads from under
the rim of the font only one is shown here as the others were from not well lit, they can
be viewed in our Flickr archive. All photos © Vanessa Piggott

Stephanie Runciman sent us these
green men and a possible green
woman from Christ Church , Coppull
Chorley Lancashire, They are all on
the outside walls. Stephanie wasn’t
sure about sending the last photo (left)
“She does have flowers and leaves
around her head and she is on the
corner of a door opposite a Green
Man.” What do members think?

Stephanie also sent these
pictures of a very worn
face on the outside of the
medieval Church of St
Michael which is in
Malham, Yorkshire. Like
Stephanie I’m fairly certain
that there is something
coming out of the mouth.
I would be interested to
hear what other members
think about this one too.



Derek Penrose found these two previously unrecorded and very fine green men poppyhead carvings at St Cybi's church in
Holyhead, Anglesey. The two carvings are on pew ends on choir stalls at the front left hand side of the church.

St Mary’s Tenby Pembrokeshire Schwabisch Hall Warmington, Northamptonshire

Toledo Cathedral

Rex Harris AKA Sheepdog Rex has
been an incredible contributor to
our Flickr Group. I always look
forward to seeing where Rex has
been and what gems he’s
managed to photograph. Rex
kindly gave me permission to
reproduce some of his pictures
our newsletter for which I am
very grateful. These six are some
of my favourites and I’m hoping
to pick some more for our next e-
newsletter.

St James, Cowley, Oxford



The Green Man: A powerful image lives on

By Muriel Fraser

We all know how fast and far a good tune can travel. Shortly after the haunting melody of "Lili Marleen" was heard broadcast to
among German troops in WWII, it was eagerly adopted by Allied ones. And think, too, of the travels of a song which began as "God
preserve Franz the Kaiser". This lovely tune by Haydn was recycled as "Deutschland, Deutschland über alles" and eventually appeared
as the hymn, "God who touches earth with beauty".

Just as a catchy tune travels, so does a powerful image. The ornate leaf masks or foliated heads, now often called the "Green Man",
were developed by Roman artists in connection with nature gods like Dionysus and the satyrs. But this image was too good to end
with Roman paganism. In the Middle Ages, as the pageants of chivalry became widespread, Green Men appear with increasing
frequency in Christian churches, too.

A clue to this is offered by a ritual from 16th-century Sweden. There we find a May Day jousting contest between Winter and Summer.
The idea was to dramatise — and help advance — the coming of spring. The two sides in the tournament were clothed accordingly.
Duke Winter was "clad in various pelts and armed with pokers, scattering ice and snowballs to prolong the cold". His opponent, Count
Floral, was "garbed in the green boughs of trees, together with leaves and flowers". Of course, whatever the weather on the day of
the tournament, "and to everyone's joy, the victory is awarded to Summer". [1]

This gives us a glimpse into the mediaeval meaning of faces decked with foliage. No longer were they Roman gods, but harbingers of
spring. And, of course, spring in the metaphorical sense, was a central theme in Christianity. It applied to both the rebirth of the soul
in heaven and the general Resurrection of the Dead. As such, the foliated head had a firm claim to its place in Christian churches.

But the transformations didn't end there. The Green Man could represent, not only the resurrection of the soul, but also the rebirth of
the Christianity during the Reformation. This seems to be why the Reformers adopted it initially. (However, they soon backed off from
this transformed satyr. After all, they were the ones who liked to accuse the Catholic Church of being "pagan".) But at first,
presumably as a symbol of the rebirth of the church, a Green Man appears in a portrait of Martin Luther by Cranach the Elder, also on
the title page of Luther's petition to the Papal Council in 1520, and even in his church in Wittenburg. [2]

Mediaeval people loved symbols precisely because they regarded them as having magic power. This symbol is simple, vivid, and
closely connected to people's hopes and fears: to their longing for the return of the sun — to a "springtime" through resurrection —
and, for some, to a new and reformed Christianity. It's no wonder that the Green Man, in its various guises, survived for two millennia.

1. Olaus Magnus, Description of the Northern Peoples (1555), Volume 2, 15:9.
2. Clive Hicks, http://www.geomantie.net/article/read/6093.html

My thanks to Muriel for contributing this article. I’ve been toying with the idea of adding discussion pages to the blog for a few years
now. WordPress is a bit limited format wise but I’ve come up with a solution that I hope will work. Muriel's article will be posted on
the blog as the first discussion page about a week after this e-newsletter is published. Please feel free to join the discussion. I’ve built
a main discussion page which will contain links to all the discussion posts that appear. Just look for the “Discussion Pages” tab at the
top of the blog

If you would like to start a discussion topic please contact me via the ‘contact us’ tab at the top of the blog.

If you would like to comment on an open discussion please feel free to do so.

The discussion pages will be open to members and non members alike. The rules of discussion are simple:

Please be as considerate to other contributors, any criticism must be constructive, well-meaning, and well-articulated. Rudeness
directed at any other contributor is unacceptable and will not be tolerated. The same goes for profanity, bullying or any form of
discrimination. Posts will be monitored, modified and moderated where required.

I look forward to some great discussions.



Spirit of the Green Man kindly offered Gort (pictured left) as our competition
prize for the last issue of our e-newsletter. The winning entry pulled at random
from my top hat (yes a real top hat) on May 1st 2016 was Vanessa Piggott

Nina Lyon’s book uprooted is now available from Amazon:

The following description is taken from the cover:

“Who, or what, is the Green Man, and why is this medieval image so present in our
precarious modern times?

An encounter with the Green Man at an ancient Herefordshire church in the wake of
catastrophic weather leads Nina Lyon into an exploration of how the foliate heads of
Norman stonemasons have evolved into today's cult symbols.

The Green Man's association with the pantheistic beliefs of Celtic Christianity and with
contemporary neo-paganism, with the shamanic traditions of the Anglo-Saxons and as a
figurehead for ecological movements sees various paths crossing into a picture that
reveals the hidden meanings of twenty-first-century Britain. Against a shifting backdrop of
mountains, forests, rivers and stone circles, a cult of the Green Man emerges, manifesting
itself in unexpected ways. Priests and philosophers, artists and shamans, morris dancers,
folklorists and musicians offer stories about what the Green Man might mean and how he
came into being. Meanwhile, in the woods strange things are happening, from an
overgrown Welsh railway line to leafy London suburbia.

Uprooted is a timely, provocative and beautifully written account of this most enduring
and recognisable of Britain's folk images.”

My thanks to Patricia Robin Woodruff for her e-mail:
“I love seeing all the wonderful Green Man Carvings
that you have posted. I’ve long had an interest in
the Green Man and so when the time came to
select a name for our small inn, it became the only
Green Man Inn in the US that I’m aware of
(although I found plenty in the UK.) I based our
logo on the Gloucester Cathedral Green Man.
(Above) I’m also an artist and have done several
pastel paintings on the Green Man.” You can find
out more about the only Green Man Inn in the USA
at: http://greenmaninnfloydva.com

Fine hand made mystical sculptures & jewellery based on

The Sacred Green Man, Goddess & Hare

www.spiritofthegreenman.co.uk

Cuttings

http://greenmaninnfloydva.com/
http://www.spiritofthegreenman.co.uk/


Company member Gordon Emery is author of the book "Medieval
Imagination in Chester Cathedrals" hopefully to be published in
November (and subsequently available on Amazon). Gordon sent me
some sample pages which make fascinating reading and I’ll definitely
be purchasing a copy for our archive when it becomes available. If
any members are interested in a signed copy with free postage for
£9.99 send an email to gordon@gordonemery.co.uk and he will
contact you on publication.

Welcome back my beautiful Jack o the Green! 
Bless us with your Spring Magic!

May we all receive the blessing of fertility of life, 
of prosperity and of love. Grow on Young Jack ! 

We adore you and we invoke you. 
Grant us your aid and bless the highest aspirations of our souls! 

So mote it be!

Invocation and picture by Albion James

Feeling bereft of a Jack in the Green in his part of rural
Lincolnshire, Company member Chris Spencer decided to go
solo and deposit himself in various locations thereabouts. Chris
wrote “Maybe next year I shall try and recruit some like minded
individuals and have proper Mayday festivities.”

My thanks to John Roper for letting me know about the wonderful
green man well dressing above at Cressbrook in the Peak District
and to Glyn Williams for allowing me to reproduce her picture
above. The following is taken from the marvellous website
www.welldressing.com

“The true origins of Well Dressing are lost in the mists of time.
According to many sources, it developed from a pagan custom of
making sacrifice to the gods of wells and springs to ensure a
continued supply of fresh water. Like many folk traditions, it was
later adopted by the Christian Church as a way of giving thanks to
God for His gift to us of water. Tradition has it that it took on a
special significance in 17th century Derbyshire as various villages,
notably Tissington, gave thanks for their deliverance from the
Plague which had decimated nearby Eyam. In truth they had been
spared by the altruism of the inhabitants of Eyam, who
quarantined themselves while the disease, accidentally introduced
in a package of clothing from London, ran its deadly course. Of
course, this does not mean that the other villages had any less
cause to express their grateful thanks.”

Cressbrook Well Dressing 2016 © Glyn Williams

http://www.welldressing.com/


Due to advancing years and two hip replacements Company
member and Morris Dancer Tony Merry decided to cut down on
the dancing with Towersey Morris by taking on the mantle of
The Towersey Green Man. He indulges in audience interaction
and cash collection which goes to their nominated charities
each year. His first appearance was on Boxing Day 2014, and
he has appeared on regular dance-out evenings and bookings.
On May Morning 2016 he appeared as the Green Man of
Towersey Morris at 05:30 (-2°C) on the crossroads in Towersey,
near Thame. (Note the wonderful badge!) Towersey Morris and
their Green Man have also recently had a successful visit to
Atataria Lamzdzai, an international Folk Festival, in Kaunas
Lithuania (Picture below)

I believe you do

They say you don’t exist
only in people’s imaginations
chiselled from the deep
wildwood of the craftsman’s brain
what did he use for a template
who was the being we have lost 

leaves tumble from your mouth
twist and coil into these words
be it leaf twig branch bough
you are real as real as flesh
the woods compose the folk tune
sing up the songlines of the land

the green guardian of the wild
the spirit of nature’s rebirth
a wild calling a lavaflow of leaves
the waking spirit of spring woods
a green outlaw you haunt
the woods and wild places

I would leave the ways of words
to walk with you in that wood
these words my personal version 
a variation on a theme different 
but yet somehow just the same
yes I believe you do

Bob Woodroofe 2016

Company member Peter Aller has built his very own
basement Green Man pub in Cartersville, Georgia. Peter is
originally from Leek in Staffordshire and his wife Kathi from
Georgia. Above is his wonderful pub sign.

This Jack in the Green appears on Wikkipedia on the page for the Jack
in the Green. It is detailed as: “Jack in the green in Onex, Switzerland,
2011” I would love to find out more about this and any other overseas
Jacks that might still be parading.



Our Company of the Green Man members badge
was designed and crafted by clog maker and
leather worker Phil Howard. You can purchase
your very own badge via our blog. Just click on
the Members Badge tab and follow the
instructions.

As a member you can purchase unlimited access to our Newsletter Archive for
£10.95. As well as Ron’s 27 newsletters the archive contains downloadable .pdf
copies of all the previous e-newsletters. Each current e-newsletter will be added
to the archive after being accessible to members for approximately 6 months. To
access the archive just go to our blog at www.thecompanyofthegreenman.co.uk
and click on the “How to access the Newsletter Archive” tab at the top.

The Company of the Green Man’s very own Amazon Bookshop is a quick and easy click
away. The virtual shelves are groaning under the weight of books and I’m working on
building a virtual old battered comfy leather chair for visitors to sit comfortably in whilst
browsing the books and sipping a cup of milky virtual coffee.

Go to our blog at www.thecompanyofthegreenman.co.uk click on the bookshop tab and
follow the link to our bespoke bookshop packed with books related to the Green Man, the
Traditional Jack-in-the-Green and other related titles. If you buy your green man books via
our Amazon Book Shop you pay nothing extra but a small referral fee may go towards the
Company of the Green Man. This helps us to keep our website and membership free for all
our members. In fact anything you purchase from Amazon after going through one of the
links may be eligible to earn us a small referral fee so please consider doing so whenever
you are planning to shop at Amazon.

Members Archive access and Merchandise

The Company of the Green Man t-shirts are available via our Zazzle store. You
can choose the type of t-shirt (men's/ladies) the colour and the fabric
(standard/organic etc.) You can also choose from a number of styles including
hooded sweatshirts and double sided items. As with most online t-shirt
manufacturers the prices are still a little high, but Zazzle regularly feature
promotional codes on their website which brings them down to a reasonable
price if you use standard shipping. The Company of the Green Man will make
the minimal percentage possible on any sale in order to pass the saving on to
our members. Zazzle promise 100% satisfaction, if you don’t absolutely love it
they’ll take it back! To purchase yours just go to

www.zazzle.co.uk/companyofthegreenman/products or use the merchandise
tab on the blog.

COTGM member Vanessa Piggott has some spare copies of Ronald Miller’s
original newsletters numbers 2, 3 & 10 and is happy to pass them on to any
member who would like them. Please contact me at:
thecompanyofthegreenman@gmail.com

http://www.thecompanyofthegreenman.co.uk/
http://www.thecompanyofthegreenman.co.uk/
http://www.zazzle.co.uk/companyofthegreenman/products


The Company of the Green Man

(Founded 1998)

Ronald Millar wrote “The Green Man Companion and Gazetteer” in 1997 and in a note at the back of the book invited interested
people to join The Company of the Green Man. And thus the Company Began.

The Company of the Green Man gathers, archives and makes freely available information, images and folklore about the green man
and the traditional Jack in the Green. It supports current traditions that feature the green man and the Jack-in-the-Green worldwide.
The Company also promotes artists and writers who feature the green man and the Jack-in-the-Green in their work and assists
where possible the protection and preservation of architectural images of the green man and traditions involving the traditional Jack-
in-the-Green.

Membership of The Company of the Green Man is currently free, and it is my intention to keep it free for as long as I can. One of the
main reasons I can keep the running costs low is by trying to be as paperless as possible by keeping everything we do online.
However keeping the company online still costs money and it makes a loss every year. it would be great to be able to recuperate a
small part of the costs if possible. If you enjoy your membership and these newsletters please do consider making a donation via the
members area (where you downloaded this e-mail).

The next e-newsletter will be published in Winter 2016/17 please send any contributions to 

thecompanyofthegreenman@gmail.com

Jack in the green am I and master have I none 
and whilst there are trees upon this land the woods shall be my home 

To the seasons kings I bow my head as they do bow to me
for my faces are as many as the leaves upon a tree 

All text in this newsletter is copyright © Chris Walton  unless otherwise stated  in which case the copyright remains with the original contributor

All images in this newsletter are copyright © Chris Walton  unless otherwise stated  in which case the copyright remains with the original photographer

No text or images may be reproduced without the prior permission of the copyright holders 

Thanks to Rob Stephens for designing our fantastic logo. 


